Inspired Teaching Residency

- Experience a **residency year** that seamlessly connects theory and practice by training in classrooms of lead teachers.
- Learn to be an **Instigator of Thought**, teaching students how to think, not what to think.
- Receive **intensive classroom mentoring**: constructive feedback, instructional coaching, and personal support.
- Earn a **Master of Arts in Teaching** through a customized program of graduate coursework & a **DC teaching license** in early childhood, elementary, or inclusive elementary education
- Join a **network of educational changemakers**, and influence the education landscape both inside and outside of the classroom.
- Serve as an **AmeriCorps member**, joining a national network of individuals committed to public service, and earn a financial education award.

---

**Application Deadlines:**

- November 12
- January 7
- February 11
- March 11

---

As a new teacher this year, I can proudly say that I am not survival teaching. Without the support and training from Inspired Teaching, this would not have been possible.

-Inspired Teaching Fellow

---

**Join the Movement**

Admission is highly selective and open to individuals with a bachelor’s degree or higher. Applicants must demonstrate commitment to transforming education through teaching that is intellectually, emotionally, and physically engaging.

inspiredteaching.org/residency
residency@inspiredteaching.org

---

Summer Institute ➔ Residency Year ➔ Summer Teaching Practicum ➔ Fellowship Year ➔ Alumni Teaching Commitment